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Hi PE Chess Club members, Our chess guru for the past 3 years, Jack, has graduated from school and moved away. I
have been searching for someone to replace him, and just when I thought I was stuck, David called me and
volunteered to take on leading us in this exploration of Chess. David is incarcerated in Washington State, and this is
the first time a prisoner has led a project and created a packet for our program. I am excited by this development and
invite all of you to think about programs in any field you might like to create and write me if I can help you see this
through. Wouldn’t it be something if you could use your expertise or knowledge and interest in a subject to create
lessons for others. I hope you enjoy and benefit from this packet and I wish you all a great holiday season.
Best,
Gary
Introduction: from Davids
Greetings fellow chess lovers. I understand that our last chess teacher has moved on so I have volunteered to take over.
However, he did such a great job that I don’t plan on changing anything other than the methodology by which chess is
learned. Hopefully giving you a gradual build up in all areas of your chess knowledge. Beginning, middle and end.
Notation recap:
Notation is a very important, not only for understanding almost all the material in this newsletter, but for all of
chess in general. Today, notation is read/written by writing the initial of the peace and then riding the square
that it is been moved to. The initials of the pieces are as followed:

Knight - N

Bishop - B

King – K

Rook – R

Queen – Q

Pawn - no initial

Therefore, if you start off the game with your pawn on the “e” column moving forward two spaces, our
write “e4”. If you are white and you move your left knight out into the middle of the board, you write
“Nc3”. However, this notation is simple and there are many ambiguous details about it. Here are a
few things to keep in mind:
1. If both knights (or rooks)are able to go to the same spot, you add an extra letter (or number) after the initial
letter. For example, if you (as white) were in the scenario below, you would write either Rad1 or Rfd1,
depending on which rook you wanted to move to d1.
2. Many moves detail a different process: These moves are:
a. Castling (O-O Kingside or O-O-O Queenside)
b. Check (a “+” at the end of the move) i.e. Re8+
c. Checkmate (a “#” at the end of the move) i.e. Rd8#
d. Capturing (an “x” after the initial of the letter) i.e. Rxd8 or dxe4 (a pawn initially on column “d” captures
a piece of e4
e. “!” details a surprising move
f. “?” details a confusing move
Some people use the ! and ? symbols but it isn’t really necessary for your personal games, usually other people analyzing
level games put this in to draw attention to the move they think was a mistake. Personally, I never use these symbols
when playing my own games.
Chess News:
The World Chess Championship will be held on November 11th 2016 in New York City. The highest ranked player
in the world, Magnus Carlson will be playing Sergey Karjakin.

Two extremely different men. Magnus, a liberal with a sunny smile who likes sports and models part-time, and Sergey, a
Putin lover and supporter of the Crimea Invasion who would be unlikely to get any modeling gig… I’m voting Magnus and
should be able to add a game or two of his matches in the next newsletter with a bit of a bio.
Famous Player
“Chess is not for the faint hearted; it absorbs A person entirely. To get to the
bottom of this game, he has to give himself up into slavery. Chess is difficult; it
demands work, serious reflection and zealous research.” – Wilhelm Steintz
That is a quote from Wilhelm Steintz, the first official World Chess Champion,
considered to be the founder of modern chess theory
Born in a Jewish ghetto in Prague, Bohemia(now the Czech Republic” he
learned to play chess at the age of 12 but didn’t begin playing serious chess until
was in his 20’s after studying mathematics in Vienna.
Chess, up until Steintz’s theory of positional play. Chess was played in an
out blitzkrieg form of attack, so when Steintz began slowing down, coming up
basic rules of play and focusing on positional advantages before attacking he was
initially branded a coward. Especially by his bitter rival, Johannes Zukertort.

and

he
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In 1886 Steintz and Zukertort agreed to play a match in New York, St. Louis and New Orleans. The first to win 10
games to be declared champion of the world. After the first 5 games played in Newyourk, Zuckertort led 4-1, but
Wilhelm Steintz came back to win 12 ½ - 7 ½ (10 wins, 5 draws, 5 losses). He kept the title until he lost it to Emanuel
Lasker in1894.
By some accounts he was a short (barely 5 feet tall) angry little man, who insulted people regularly and couldn’t
manage his finances. He did have many friends who spoke well of him all the way up until his death of a heart attack in
the Manhattan State Hospital on August 12,1990. After many years of mental break downs and time in the New York
Mental Asylum. These breakdowns were believed to have been caused by syphilis.
Famous Game-In the following game, Johannes Zuckertort has the white pieces and Wilhelm Steintz, the black in one of
their world championship matches. The commentary is by no other than Bobby Fischer himself with my comments in
parentheses.
Queens Gambit Declined: Modern Variation

1. d4 d5 2. C4 e6 3. Nc3 Nf6 4. Bg5 Be7 5. Nf3 0-0 6. C5

White plays a mistake already; he should place 6. e3 naturally. –Fischer (6. e3 opens up lines for the f1 bishop, protects
the c4 pawn and helps castling.
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6… b6 7. b4 b x c5 8.
Now he plays this fantastic move, it’s the winning move. –Fischer
9… d4 white cannot take with the knight because of 10… axb4. – Fischer
10. Bxf6 gxf6 11. Na4 e5
This kingside weakness is nothing; the center is easily winning. – Fischer
(Generally speaking, breaking up the kings shelter is not a good idea. But
control of the Center ((e4, e5, d4, d5))gives greater reward in this game
than the kings pawn cover)
12. b5 Be6 13. g3 c6 14. bxc6 Nxc6 15. Bg2 Rb8
Threatening Bb3. –Fischer (The b8 rook would protect the bishop on Bb3
winning a piece)
16 . Qc1 d3 17 . e3 e4 18 . Nd2 f5 19 . O-O Re8 A very modern move; a
quiet positional move. The rook is doing nothing now, but later… - Fischer
20 . f3
To break up the center, it’s his only chance. - Fischer
20 … Nd4
(This move gives Steintz two joines pawns that are worth more than the knight as we’ll see)
21 . exd4 Qxd4+ 22 . kh1 e3 23 . Nc3 Bf6 24 . Ndb1 d2
. Qxf5 d1=Q 27 . Nxd1 Bxd1 28 . Nc3 e2 29 . Rxd1 Qxc3

25 . Qc2 Bb3 26

White Resigns

The Chess Opening
While I personally agree with many of the greats that the opening should be the last thing that an aspiring chess
player studies, focusing about 70% of ones time on the endgame, now players will almost never take this advice.
Besides, the opening is just plain fun. So I’m going to lay out the three main principles of opening play and follow up with
a lay out of openings for those who don’t have access to an opening dictionary. (Modern Chess Openings by Nick de
Firmian is a great resource.)
Principal #1 : Rapid development of the pieces.

The number one mistake I see amateurs make in chess is failing to bring all their pieces into play, focusing on
meaningless pawn moves. Here is an example from the last tournament game I played. I had the black pieces F.C.V.D.P
1 .e4 e5 2. Nc3 Nc6 3. Nd5?1 Nf6 4. c4 Bc5 5. a3
My opponent wasted three moves pushing pawns while I developed three pieces and have already prepared to castle…
He was checkmated 15 moves later.
Nobody goes to a battle and leaves all of their most powerful
home. The same applies to chess. Bobby Fischer said that chess
board, the object, to crush your opponents mind. Be a
but ask for no quarter and give none.

warriors at
is war over a
gentleman

Principal #2: Control of the center
The center being the e4, e5, d4, d5 squares. Whoever controls the center, either with pawns, pieces or finachettoed
bishops (bishops on b2, g2, b7, g7) usually dictates the
direction of
the game.
Let’s look at a theoretical position. White clearly
not only development but also in control of the center by
pawns with support from the bishop. Blacks knight on a6 isn’t
knight on the rim is dim) and neither bishop is a threat.

Principal #3: Oppose your opponents ideas
Never be so focused on your own plans that you fail to look at what your opponent is planning.
Ask yourself questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why did they move that piece?
Where is it heading?
Are any of my pieces being attacked?
Are two or more of my opponent’s pieces attacking any given square in my position?

Some Openings

The Archangel Variation of the Ruy Lopez

dominates
knights and
working (a
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1 . e4 e5 2 . Nf3 Nf6 3. Bb5 a6 4 . Ba4 Nf6 5 . 0-0 b5 6 . Bb3 Bb7
I like this line as black
The Open Variation in the Ruy Lopez
1 . e4 e5 2 . Nf3 Nc6 3. Bb5 a6 4 . Ba4 Nf6 5 . 0-0 Nxe4 6 . d4 b5 7 . Bb3 d5 8 . dxe5 Be6
Good for white and black
Najdorf Variation in the Sicilian Defense
1 . e4 c5 2 . Nf3 d6 3. d4 cxd4 4 . Nxd4 Nf6 5 . Nc3 a6
A favorite of Fischer and Kasparov
Mainline Queens Gambit Accepted
1 . d4 d5 2 . c4 dxc4 3 . Nf3 Nf6 4 . e3 e6 5 . Bxc4 c5 6 . 0-0 a6 7 . Qe2
Classical Variation in the King’s Indian Defense
1 . d4 Nf6 2 . c4 g6 3 . Nc3 Bg7 4 . e4 d6 5 . Nf3 0-0 6 . Be2 e5 7 . 0-0 8 . d5 Be7
9 . Ne1 Nd7
Use these as template. Form your own ideas around them that work for you.
The Middle Game--There are many different aspects of the middle game. Positional play, strategy, tactics and
mates to name a few. So in this lesson I’ll show a tactic in two examples and follow with 3 test positions. And
then 1 mating pattern with 2 test positions.
Tactic #1 The Pin
Shumov – Winawer 1875

Blacks queen was attacking whites in
the hope of exchanging .But after
whites rook slides over to c1 the
queen pinned and must lose it or be
mated.

Sulava – Kryvoruchko 2007

Whites bishop pins the e6 rook to the
king giving Sulava time to bring his
king out and join the attack in an
easily won endgame.

Look for the tactical pin

Problem #1
Bondarevsky – Botvinnick
White to Move

Problem #3
Mikenas - Aronin
Black to Move

Problem #2
Yusupov - Sax
White to Move

Always be on the look out for opportunities to pin your opponents pieces and vice versa.
Now onto a couple of mating patterns that may or may not be new to you.
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One of my favorites is Legal’s Mate. After the opening moves 1 . e4 e5 2 . Nf3 Nc6 3 . Bc4 d6 4 . Nc3 Bg4 5 . h3 Bh5
Legal surprises his opponent with the astonishing 6 . Nxe5!! And after the greedy Bxd1 black is mated in two moves. Can
you find it?

Problem #4

Here are two mates on the same pattern
1840 : G. Buckley – N.N

Problem #5
White to move
Mate in 3

1873 : B Horwitz – L. Bledow

Problem #6
Black to play
Mate in 3

Chess is, at least in my opiion, 90% pattern recognition. So working through excellent books like “Mating the Castled
King” by Danny Gormally will absolutely improve your chess. I’ll put a list at the end with the hope that at the very least
your prison has an I.L.L system (inter library loan)

Basic Advice
Before moving onto the endgame I want to say something to those who have high chess ambitions… A masters + rating
for example. It takes work. Lots of it. Many hours everyday. So here is some advice.
1. Limit your number of blitz games (games under 20 minutes of your own thinking time ) or your will lose the
habit of concentrating hard for many hours at a time.
2. Go over annotated games by grandmaster level players and think about why they made a given move. Bobby
Fischer memorized 500 of Boris Spasky’s games before playing him for the world championship.
3. Focus on your waknesses so that you become a balances player. Especially in the endgame.

4. Play lots of chess and take every game seriously.
5. Find a player your admire and analyze their games. I love the games of Morphy, Kasparov and Tal and like to
think I have similarities in play through much weaker. 

The Endgame
King v. pawn endings are very concrete. And understanding just a few principles will, like the opening, quickly improve
yoru play.
Principle 1: Key Squares

X X X

Key squares are those which, when
controlled by the king make the win
possible. – Artur Yusupov

White to play = Draw
#14

Black to play + - White wins

In the position shown white has to occupy one of the squares marked with an X or the win is not possible. Black will
draw by another endgame prinicple known as oposition. When the kings stand opposite each other with only onesquare
between them… the distant opposition is a 3 or 5 square distance.
So back to diagram #14. With white to move either to the C5 or e5 squares black will step to the square infromt of the
white king opposing his forward march. And when white pushes the pawn to d5 black steps to d7. It could continue… 1 .
d6 kd8 2 . kc6 kc8 3 . d7 + kd8 draw
Rembmber! Except for rook pawns, in order to draw the pawn must check your king. Without the check you lose.

In this same position with black to move white wins.
1… 5c7 2 . ke6 (siezing a key square) … kd8 3 . d5 ke8
4 . d6 kd8 5 . d7 (no check!) … kc7 6 . 5e7 +
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These puzzles are on the idea of opposition
N. Grigoriev 1925

N. Grigoriev

N. Grigoriev

Diagram #15 Problem #7

Diagram #16 Problem #8

Diagram #17 Problem #9

White to move and draw

White to move and draw

White to move and win

Philoder once said that pawns are the soul of chess. And while I’m sure most of us love the thrill of a beautiful attack
followed by mate. If an attack falls through knowing how to save a pawn ending will count towards your wins.
That will conclude the first chess packet. If you have questions or advice get them to Gary and I’ll do my best to respond
to all of them in a timely manner.
Recommended Reading
1.
2.
3.
4.

Anything from Quality Chess
Artur Yusupovs “The Fundamentals” series. 5 volumes for a complete overview of all chess basics.
“Just the Facts” by G.M. Lev Alburt. For the endgame
“Mating the Castled King” by G.M. Danny Germally

Answer’s to Problems
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1 . Bc3! = The rook is pinned and the bishop v. rook ending with careful play is drawn.
1 . Bd2! Pinning the knight to the queen 1… Qb6 2 . Rb2+ black resigned in view of 2… a5 3 . a3
1… Rd8! -+ 2 . Qxf5 Rxd1 #Checkmate
7 . Bxf7 + … ke7 8 . Nd5 #
1 . Nxe5 … Bxd1 2 . Nf6+!gxf6 3 . Bf7#
1… Nxe4!! 2 . Bxe7 Bxf2+ 3 . kf1 Ng3#
1 . b4! Kxb4 2 . kb2! = opposition
1 . ke1 (any square on the 2nd rank gives opposition) 1… ke4 2 . ke2! Opposition
1 . kf6! Ke4 2 . kg7 kf5 3. Kxh7 kf6 4 . kg8 +-
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Conclusion: I hope you guys liked this last newsletter.
Remember that when you start playing chess, the square
on your left corner should always be a black square (even
if you are playing black or white). To the right is what is
should look like when you start a game. At the bottom is
an example of what the pieces might look like in 2D (Rook,
Bishop, Queen, King, Knight, Pawn, Knight, Bishop on the
top row)
It’s been great seeing how much everyone enjoys the
newsletter and I wish everyone the best of luck improving
their chess game. Remember, above all else, you need to
practice chess to get better.

